Charge transfer of an electron from a neutral atom to an ion is a fundamental interaction that plays a dominant role in the energy balance of atmospheric and astrophysical plasmas. The present investigation measured the charge exchange cross sections of noble gas ions (He + , Ne + , Ar + , Kr + ) with N 2 in the intermediate energy range 0.2-5.0 keV. The systems were chosen because there remains a lack of consensus amongst previous measurements and regions where there were no previous measurements. A description of the mechanical design for an electrically floated gas cell is described herein.
Introduction
Charge exchange between ions and neutrals is an important process in a number of fields including fusion science [1] , astrophysics [2] [3] [4] [5] , and atmospheric physics [6] [7] [8] . Recently, charge exchange between stellar wind ions (H + , He + , He 2+ ) and molecules has been investigated because of its relevance in astronomy e.g., with CO and CO 2 present in cometary atmospheres [9, 10] and N 2 present in planetary atmospheres [11] . The charge exchange process is written
where ion A + carries the majority of the collision energy compared to neutral B. The change of internal energy as a result of the electron transfer is known as the energy defect ∆E. When ∆E = 0, the process is resonant as in the case of symmetric collisions (i.e., A = B) where the cross section is well explained by semi-classical calculations over most energy ranges [12, 13] . Asymmetric reactions (A = B) may exhibit similar behavior for reactants with small energy defects, e.g., H + + O → H + O + + ∆E(∼ 0) [7] . For other reactions, the energy defect is large (∆E > 0) and consequently the cross section is typically smaller [14] . However, cross sections for reactions with a large ∆E may become significant in certain high collision energy regions. When reactant B is a molecule, the number of possible reaction channels is large compared to the atomic case, and the energy dependence of the charge exchange cross section deviates from the single-peaked structure seen in asymmetric reactions such as those compiled by [15] . This is illustrated in particular by collisions between N 2 and atmospheric ions H + and O + in the summary of [7] . In the case of the He + -N 2 reaction, discrepancies still remain between a variety of experimental efforts [11, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , including as much as a factor of three in magnitude and qualitatively different behaviors as a function of collision energy.
Charge exchange cross sections can be measured either with a gas cell apparatus or crossed-beam apparatus. While a crossed-beam set-up more easily allows for extraction of the target products, a gas cell allows for precise measurement of the target pressure and the effective path length. For a more in-depth discussion of these two techniques, see the review by [7] . Absolute cross sections are dependent on the ability to measure the ion beam currents and neutral target pressures accurately. The experiments performed herein took place in a gas cell apparatus [22] with the goal of producing absolute cross section measurements. The gas cell was designed with a small effective path length in order to measure charge exchange cross sections with large magnitudes (10 −15 cm 2 ) and mitigate the problem of large angle scattering.
In Section 2, we present new measurements for the charge exchange cross sections for the near-resonant reactions between noble gas ions and N 2 (He + ∆E = 9 eV, Ne + ∆E = 6 eV, Ar + ∆E = 0.2 eV, Kr + ∆E = −1.6 eV) for ion energies between 0.2 and 5.0 keV. In Section 3, we present details on the updated gas cell apparatus designed to provide better absolute pressure measurements in the gas cell region and improve data taking efficiency; we also discuss future directions.
Charge Exchange with N 2

Experimental Details
The gas cell (shown in Figure 1 ) is mounted on a 3D translational plus rotational ultra high vacuum (UHV) manipulator, with the intention of having the most flexibility to optimize the alignment with various ion beam sources. This so-called manipulator-mounted gas cell (MGC) includes two skimmers (1 mm and 2 mm apertures), a front end cap (3 mm aperture), a gas cell body (40 mm length), a back end cap (4 mm aperture), a retarding field analyzer (5 mm aperture), and a suppression electrode (6 mm aperture, −120 V). See [22] for more details. Beams of ions A + (A = He, Ne, Ar, Kr) are produced in an Omicron ISE 10 Sputter Ion Source. The gas cell is aligned to be colinear with the ion beam by finding the position which maximizes the current collected in the Faraday cup. The copper Faraday cup has an aspect ratio of 0.3 to minimize errors due to secondary electrons. The acceptance angle for detection is 2.0 • for collisions occurring near the front of the cell and 13.0 • at the back of the cell The measurement procedure was performed as follows: The beam current I 0 ( ) at each axial kinetic energy is maximized with an empty gas cell by scanning the focal and extraction electrodes on the source for each energy studied. Then, the gas cell is filled with the target gas. The target pressure is measured with a Bayard-Alpert gauge.
After the pressure stabilizes, I( ), the beam current with gas in the cell is measured for each of the energy values by manually adjusting the energy, focus, and extraction voltages to the values previously determined. This is repeated for four different cell pressures spaced evenly between 1 and 8 ×10 −4 mbar. The fractional current loss,
, is plotted as a function of pressure for each and fitted to a linear function, as shown in Figure 1a . The charge exchange cross section is
where k b is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature of the neutral gas (296 K), and P is the pressure in the gas cell. L is the effective path length of the interaction region (52.6 mm). In practice, σ cx is calculated from the slope, m, of the fractional current loss vs. pressure graph as follows:
All experiments were performed in the single collision regime (P < 10 −3 mbar) as determined by observing a strictly linear relationship between ion loss and pressure. We estimated the systematic uncertainty in the cross section at ±17% and observed statistical uncertainties on the order of ±10% (for more details see [22] ).
N 2 Results
The charge exchange cross sections for the noble gas ions and neutral N 2 are shown in Figure 2a -d. The He + +N 2 reaction has been studied across a wide energy range [11, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . All seven previous results shown in Figure 2a utilized a gas cell or similar apparatus, and all but Rudd et al. [16] and Koopman [19] were able to measure both the charged and neutral components of the ion beam post-charge exchange (CX). By looking at the slow collision products, both Koopman (1968) [19] and Stebbings [20] identified the dominant CX channel as the disassociation He + + N 2 → He + N + + N via a two-step process.
As shown in Figure 2a , experiments at energies above 10 keV agree in trend, showing a peak at around 30 keV. For energies below 10 keV, the works of [17, 19, 20] show a monotonic decrease in the cross section with increasing energy. The most recent work [11] suggests a drop off toward low energies which is inconsistent with the He + -N 2 results from [19, 20] . The apparatus of Kusakabe et al. [11] is able to examine the charged and fast neutral components of their primary ion beam but are not equipped to detect the slow collision products. The measured decrease in σ cx with decreasing energy by [11] was argued to be a consequence of the energy defect for the dissociation process, ∆E ∼ 0.2-0.3 eV, which suggests a maximum in the cross section of around 0.3 keV.
Our measurements show a monotonic decrease with increasing energy; however, our cross sections are systematically higher. A voltage of −120 V was applied to the suppression electrode to reflect any secondary electrons produced from the fast neutral component of the ion beam hitting the Faraday cup. Our measured cross sections include a contribution from elastic and inelastic scatter from angles above 13 • . [11] , hollow squares [16] , diamonds [17] , × [18] , hollow triangles [19] , open circles [20] , triangles [21] . (b) Total charge exchange cross sections for Ne + and N 2 . The measurements shown: black circles (present work, MGC), inverted triangles [23] , squares [18] . (c) Total charge exchange cross sections for Ar + and N 2 . The measurements shown: black circles (present work, MGC), inverted triangles [24] , squares [25] , diamonds [18] , × [26] . (d) Total charge exchange cross sections for Kr + and N 2 . The measurements shown: black circles (present work, MGC), inverted triangles [18] . For Ne + + N 2 , only two experimental results are available [18, 23] . Lockwood's cross sections [18] are nearly half an order of magnitude smaller than the present work and span an energy range outside the scope of our apparatus. The measurements by Graham et al. [23] studied the charged and neutral components of their ion beam post-CX, but their measured cross sections were placed on an absolute scale by comparison to known cross sections of protons in the respective target gases. The only point where the measurements of [23] overlap with the present work is at 5 keV where the present measurements are four times larger. As this reaction's angular dependence is unstudied, our data again include contributions from large angle elastic and/or inelastic scatter. Assuming the other works in Figure 2b isolated the charge exchange component of the total cross section, our measurements indicate that large angle non-CX scatter is comparable to CX between 0.2 and 5.0 keV.
Ar + +N 2 collisions have been studied from 0.01 to 100 keV by several groups [18, [24] [25] [26] . The earliest work by [26] measured the energy distribution of both the charged and neutral component of the transmitted ion beam, and inferred the dominant reaction channel at low energy was Ar + + N 2 (v = 0) → Ar + N + 2 (v = 1) + 0.093 eV. At higher energies, [24] suggests that the large number of near-resonant reaction channels leads to a relatively flat cross section as a function of energy. For measurements between 0.5 and 1 keV, we find excellent agreement between the present work and [24] . The present work and [24] have the same magnitude cross section as the higher energy results of [18, 25] .
For Kr + -N 2 , only one previous work is available [18] . This paper contains measurements for all four systems studied here for energies above 10 keV. Unlike Lockwood's results in He + and Ar + , their data show an increase in σ cx with increasing energy for Kr + -N 2 . This indicates that the collision energy of the cross section maximum is higher than in the other cases. We note that of the four reactions studied here, only the Kr + -N 2 reaction contains a negative energy defect ∆E.
Floating Gas Cell
Having the gas cell attached to the manipulator was very useful for aligning the beam and gas cell while the apparatus was under vacuum. However, it did add some constraints to the design, specifically the pressure gauge for the gas cell being located 14 inches from the cell and connected by 1/4 inch flexible stainless steel tubing. As a result of this, it took several minutes after each pressure change for equilibration to be reached between the gas cell and the gauge. With the current ion source, each adjustment of the beam energy requires manual resetting of the three ion source voltages. The combination of manually adjusting the source and waiting for the pressure to stabilize meant that a typical measurement of 10 different energies took in the order of 1 h. As a check of the stability of the ion source, the empty-cell beam currents were again measured after the gas was pumped out of the gas cell. If significant deviations between the pre-and post-gas currents were seen, the data was discarded and retaken. Lastly, the long tubing for gas injection led to 1-2 h returns to system base pressures which were in the 2 × 10 −8 mbar range.
A new gas cell was designed to improve the accuracy of the pressure measurements and allowed for faster data collection. A schematic of the electrically floated gas cell (FGC) is shown in Figure 3 . The stainless steel gas cell body is mounted to an 8" CF flange by a hollow (1.3" internal diameter) rod. While no longer attached to the 3D manipulator for in-situ alignment, the design of the rod mount allows for the cell to be translated and rotated during installation. Alignment between the ion source exit and gas cell apertures is achieved with a HeNe laser. The hollow rod additionally provides a significantly larger conductance of the gas between the cell and the gauge. Not only is this an improvement in our ability to measure the pressure during experiments, the elimination of the narrow tubing of the MGC design results in a significant reduction in the time it takes to pump out the cell, and a reduction by a factor of four in system base pressure (5 × 10 −9 mbar). [22] . Data for the FGC is offset −50 eV for clarity. (Right) Cut-away view of the FGC. Shown is the gas inlet, MACOR spacer (mesh not shown), and gas cell components with knife edges. The direction of the incoming beam is indicated by the orange arrow.
The dimensions and placements of the electrical components of the FGC were the same as those in the MGC except as described below. Both the faceplate and skimmer were changed from the original aperture sizes (2, 3 mm) to (1, 1 mm), respectively. The FGC electrical components, including the two skimmers, end caps, retarding field analyzer, and suppression electrode, were machined with knife edges such that scattering off of the walls of the apertures is minimized. We also modified the retarding field analyzer by adding a 100×100 stainless steel mesh (wire thickness 0.001") in its aperture to ensure a uniform field. All components were electrically isolated with MACOR top-hat washers.
The main difference, however, is that the gas cell is electrically isolated from the gas inlet (and therefore the rest of the vacuum chamber) by a 1/4" thick MACOR ring. On the underside of the MACOR ring, a thin annular holder braces a titanium mesh (20 × 20, wire diameter 0.016") between the MACOR ring and cell body. Teflon sleeves insulate the screw heads between the cell body and metal gas inlet. With the FGC, rather than adjusting the beam energy at the ion source as in the MGC design, the FGC beam energy is adjusted by applying an electric potential V FGC to all of the gas cell components (i.e., skimmers, end caps, cell body, and retarding field analyzer). This was done using a digitally controlled high voltage supply integrated into our system's LabVIEW control software. The beam energy in the cell is then given by = |e|(V source − V FGC ).
The experimental procedure was the same as previously described except that the parameters of the ion beam source were fixed providing a single source energy throughout an experiment. After recording data for a series of beam energies and cell pressures, the analysis was done using Equation (3), the same as with the MGC data. In Figure 3 , we can see a comparison of the measurements of the Ar + -Ar cross section in the MGC [22] and preliminary tests using the FGC. For the Ar + -Ar measurements from the MGC [22] in Figure 3 , the statistical uncertainties are in the order of ±5%. In the FGC data, the statistical uncertainties in the cross sections are in the order of ±9%. The use of 1 mm apertures in both the faceplate and skimmer decrease the beam current significantly compared to the MGC design (I MGC o ∼ 10-60 nA, I FGC o ∼ 2-10 nA, depending on ion source pressure and beam energy), and the smaller beam currents lead to larger noise in the Faraday cup current measurements.
It is important to note that with the MGC design, one experimental set (consisting of 10 energies each) either spanning 0.2-1.0 keV or 1.0-5.0 keV, took 3 h due to the long pumping times (up to 2 h) and the measurement duration (1 h). With the FGC design, one experimental set, spanning 2 keV in E, may be accomplished in 0.5 h, and thus a single reaction in Figure 2 may be accomplished in 8 h (breaking the energy range in two sections and performing each four times). Increasing the ion source operating pressure and/or reverting the faceplate and skimmer apertures to their original sizes (2, 3 mm) would increase the measured beam currents and reduce the statistical uncertainties in the measured cross sections.
Conclusions
We measured total charge exchange cross sections for the reactions A + + N 2 → A for ions A = (He, Ne, Ar, Kr) between 0.2 and 5.0 keV. From comparisons with other measurements in N 2 , our results suggest large-angle scattering may be important in ion-molecule scattering in the keV energy range. Presently, the MGC design cannot distinguish between current loss due to scatter beyond 13 • and neutralization of ions from CX. Future experiments will investigate the effect of larger aperture sizes on the measured cross sections. Increasing the aperture sizes of the back end cap from 4 to 6 mm and the Faraday cup, suppression electrode, and retarding field analyzer to 9 mm will yield an increase in the collection angle from 2 • (present) to 4 • at the front of the cell and from 13 • (present) to 18 • at the rear of the cell. In total, this change will increase the effective collection area of our primary ion beam and help constrain the effect of scattering to large angles in these noble gas ion-molecule collisions.
The design and first measurements with an electrically floating gas cell were also presented. Preliminary results with this new design are in excellent agreement with previous measurements from our group, but also show larger statistical uncertainties. However, the faster measurement protocol means that we can compensate by taking more measurements. Other methods for increasing the signal to noise will include increasing the ion beam current density and/or working with larger aperture radii.
